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FOR IMMEDIATE Release

Oberweis Asset Management, Inc. Introduces New Small-Cap Value Fund
LISLE, IL, Oct 2, 2017— Oberweis Asset Management (OAM) and The Oberweis Funds are pleased to announce the launch
of the Oberweis Small Cap Value Fund (ticker: OBVLX). For institutional investors, OAM will offer a corresponding
separately managed account strategy. This new fund is designed to profit from academically-observed market anomalies
among small-cap value stocks. The Oberweis Small-Cap Value Fund seeks to invest in smaller value-oriented equities
experiencing positive management signals -- such as insider buying and corporate share repurchases -- which often
portend stock price appreciation. This strategy expands Oberweis’ suite of behavioral finance focused small-cap growth
investment strategies to include small-cap value, an asset class with similar academically-documented market
inefficiencies. Small-cap value specialists David Wetherell, CFA and Umesh Nathani, CFA have joined Oberweis to manage
the strategy. Dr. David Ikenberry, an academic pioneer in behavioral finance, will serve as Strategic Advisor to the Fund.
The Oberweis Small-Cap Value Fund is a no-load institutional mutual fund available through fee-based investment
advisors or to individual investors subject to the fund’s minimum investment.
Jim Oberweis, OAM’s President and Chief Investment Officer, said, “As a specialized small-cap investor, we are excited to
expand our suite of offerings to include a small-cap value strategy using an investment process based on behavioral
finance, adapted for the unique attributes of the small-cap value asset class. This new fund furthers our vision of
becoming the premier investment firm for small-cap behavioral finance investing – domestically and internationally, for
both growth and value equities.”
“At Oberweis, we will continue to apply our disciplined and time-tested small-cap value investment process based on
behavioral finance anomalies,” said David Wetherell, strategy portfolio manager. “As academic research from thought
leaders such as Dr. David Ikenberry document, there continue to be opportunities in inefficient asset classes such as
small-cap value and we’ll remain focused on building real-life portfolios designed to capture alpha in that market
segment. Our move to Oberweis will deepen their team of world-class, global small-cap specialists.”
About Oberweis Asset Management, Inc.
Oberweis Asset Management, Inc. is an independent investment management firm that invests in small- and mid-cap
companies around the globe. We specialize in uncovering mispriced equities, combining behavioral finance with
fundamental bottom-up research. Serving institutional investors and our own proprietary family of mutual funds for over
25 years, we focus exclusively on identifying opportunities where change results in temporary misunderstanding of a
company’s true value, providing the potential for superior investment results over the long term.
For more information, contact:
Brian K. Lee
Director of Institutional Marketing and Client Service

John Collins
National Key Accounts Director, Advisor Sales

O: 630-577-2321 | M: 630-246-0362| E: Brian.Lee@Oberweis.net

O: 630-577-2364 | M: 610-299-7152 E: John.Collins@Oberweis.net

Website: http://oberweisfunds.com/
Disclosures:
The Oberweis Funds invest in smaller and medium sized companies which may offer greater return potential. However,
these investments often involve greater risks and volatility. Foreign investments involve greater risks than U.S
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investments, including political and economic risks and the risk of currency fluctuations. There is no guarantee that the
funds can achieve their objectives. Holdings in the Funds are subject to change. Before investing, consider the fund’s
investment objectives, risks, charges, and expenses. To obtain a copy of the prospectus or summary prospectus
containing this and other information please visit our website at oberweisfunds.com or call 800-323-6166. Read it
carefully before investing.
The Oberweis Funds are distributed by Oberweis Securities, Inc. Member: FINRA & SIPC
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